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An Introduction to Parallel Programming
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
11th International Conference on Videogame Sciences
and Arts, VJ 2019, held in Aveiro, Portugal, in
November 2019. The 20 full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 50 submissions.
They were organized in topical sections named:
Games and Theories; Table Boards; eSports; Uses and
Methodologies; Game Criticism.

The Proceedings of 11th Asia-Oceania
Symposium on Fire Science and
Technology
Introduction to JAVA Programming
This book constitutes thoroughly revised and selected
papers from the 11th International Joint Conference
on Computer Vision, Imaging and Computer Graphics
Theory and Applications, VISIGRAPP 2016, held in
Rome, Italy, in February 2016. VISIGRAPP comprises
GRAPP, International Conference on Computer
Graphics Theory and Applications; IVAPP, International
Conference on Information Visualization Theory and
Applications; and VISAPP, International Conference on
Computer Vision Theory and Applications. The 28
thoroughly revised and extended papers presented in
this volume were carefully reviewed and selected
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from 338 submissions. The book also contains one
invited talk in full-paper length. The regular papers
were organized in topical sections named: computer
graphics theory and applications; information
visualization theory and applications; and computer
vision theory and applications.

Handbook of Constraint Programming
This guide offers students an overview of computer
science principles, and provides a solid foundation for
those continuing their study in this dynamic and
exciting discipline. New features of this edition
include: a chapter on computer security providing
readers with the latest information on preventing
unauthorized access; types of malware and anti-virus
software; protecting online information, including data
collection issues with Facebook, Google, etc.; security
issues with mobile and portable devices; a new
section on cloud computing offering readers an
overview of the latest way in which businesses and
users interact with computers and mobile devices; a
rewritten section on social networks including new
data on Google+ and Facebook; updates to include
HTML5; revised and updated Did You Know callouts
are included in the chapter margins; revisions of
recommendations by the ACM dealing with computer
ethic issues. --

Modeling and Using Context
"Provides an introductory, straight-forward, and
response-oriented overview of the arts " "Perceiving
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the Arts "presents the basic formal, technical,
experiential, and contextual qualities of the arts in a
brief, clear, and factual manner. Students will develop
confidence in approaching the arts and will gain skills
that encourage life-long artistic and cultural
engagement. Intended to provide a basic overview of
the major artistic disciplines - drawing, painting,
printmaking, photography, sculpture, architecture,
music, theatre, cinema, dance, and literature - the
book teaches readers what to look and listen for in
the humanities. MyArtsLab is an integral part of the
Sporre program. Engaging activities and assessment
are part of a teaching and learning system that helps
students gain a broader understanding of arts and
cultures. With MyArtsLab, students can explore indepth analyses of relevant artwork, architecture,
artistic techniques, and more. NOTE: MyArtsLab does
not come automatically packaged with this text. To
purchase the text with MyArtsLab, order the package
ISBN: 0205991610 / 9780205991617 Perceiving the
Arts Plus NEW MyArtsLab with Pearson eText -- Access
Card PackagePackage consists of: 0205206565 /
9780205206568 NEW MyArtsLab with Pearson eText
-- Valuepack Access Card020599511X /
9780205995110 Perceiving the Arts: An Introduction
to the Humanities

Quantum Computation and Quantum
Information
This book features selected papers from the 11th AsiaOceania Symposium on Fire Science and Technology
(AOSFST 2018), held in Taipei, Taiwan. Covering the
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entire spectrum of fire safety science, it focuses on
research on fires, explosions, combustion science,
heat transfer, fluid dynamics, risk analysis and
structural engineering, as well as other topics.
Presenting advanced scientific insights, the book
introduces and advances new ideas in all areas of fire
safety science. As such it is a valuable resource for
academic researchers, fire safety engineers, and
regulators of fire, construction and safety authorities.
Further it provides new ideas for more efficient fire
protection.

Q&A Torts
A guide to the concepts and applications of computer
graphics covers such topics as interaction techniques,
dialogue design, and user interface software.

Psychology and Work Today
Now in its eighth edition, this book continues to
provide a comprehensive, accessible, and up-to-date
introduction to the dynamic field of computer science
using a breadth-first approach. The table of contents
and the text itself have been revised and expanded to
reflect changes in the field, including the trend toward
using Web and Internet Technology, the evolution of
Objects, and the important growth in the field of
databases. Specifically, chapter three from the
previous edition has been expanded into two
chapters. Chapter three will now only cover Operating
Systems and the new chapter four will focus on
Networks and the Internet. Anyone interested in
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gaining a thorough introduction to Computer Science.

Electronic Participation
A volume that introduces new sources and offers
fresh perspectives on a key era of transition, this book
is of value to art historians and historians alike. From
the dissolution of the Carolingian empire to the onset
of the so-called 12th-century Renaissance, the
transformative 10th–11th centuries witnessed the
production of a significant number of illuminated
manuscripts from present-day France, Belgium, Spain,
and Italy, alongside the better-known works from
Anglo-Saxon England and the Holy Roman Empire.
While the hybrid styles evident in book painting
reflect the movement and re-organization of people
and codices, many of the manuscripts also display a
highly creative engagement with the art of the past.
Likewise, their handling of subject matter—whether
common or new for book illumination—attests to
vibrant artistic energy and innovation. On the basis of
rarely studied scientific, religious, and literary
manuscripts, the contributions in this volume address
a range of issues, including the engagement of
10th–11th century bookmakers with their Carolingian
and Antique legacies, the interwoven geographies of
book production, and matters of modern politics and
historiography that have shaped the study of this
complex period. .

Mathematics for Computer Science
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
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include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. For courses in Visual Basic Programming
From the Beginning: A Comprehensive Introduction to
Visual Basic Programming Schneider’s Introduction to
Programming Using Visual Basic, Tenth Edition brings
continued refinement to a textbook praised in the
industry since 1991. A favorite for both instructors
and students, Visual Basic 2015 is designed for
readers with no prior computer programming
experience. Schneider introduces a problem-solving
strategy early in the book and revisits it throughout
allowing you to fully develop logic and reasoning. A
broad range of real-world examples, section-ending
exercises, case studies and programming projects
gives you a more hands-on experience than any other
Visual Basic book on the market. The Tenth Edition
keeps the pace with modern programming
methodology while incorporating current content and
practices. Each chapter is rich yet concise due to to
the author’s focus on developing chapters around
crucial subjects rather than covering too many topics
superficially. The amount and the range of projects
provided in the text offer flexibility to adapt the
course according to the interests and abilities of the
readers. Some programming projects in later chapters
can be assigned as end-of-the-semester projects. Also
available with MyProgrammingLab ™ .
MyProgrammingLab is an online learning system
designed to engage students and improve results.
MyProgrammingLab consists of a set of programming
exercises correlated to specific Pearson CS1/Intro to
Programming textbooks. Through practice exercises
and immediate, personalized feedback,
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MyProgrammingLab improves the programming
competence of beginning students who often struggle
with the basic concepts of programming languages.
Interactive Practice providesfirst-hand programming
experience in an interactive online environment. Error
Messages for Incorrect Answers give
studentsimmediate personalized feedback. The error
messages include both the feedback from the
compiler and plain English interpretations of likely
causes for the incorrect answer. Step-by-step
VideoNote Tutorials enhance the programming
concepts presented in your Pearson textbook by
allowing students to view the entire problem-solving
process outside of the classroom–when they need
help the most. Pearson eText gives students access to
their textbook anytime, anywhere. In addition to note
taking, highlighting, and bookmarking, the Pearson
eText offers interactive and sharing features. Rich
media options let students watch lecture and example
videos as they read or do their homework. Instructors
can share their comments or highlights, and students
can add their own, creating a tight community of
learners in your class. The Pearson eText companion
app allows existing subscribers to access their titles
on an iPad or Android tablet for either online or offline
viewing. Dynamic grading and assessment provide
auto-grading of student assignments, saving you time
and offering students immediate learning
opportunities: A dynamic roster tracks their
performance and maintains a record of submissions.
The color-coded gradebook gives you a quick glance
of your class' progress. Easily drill down to receive
information on a single student's performance or a
specific problem. Gradebook results can be exported
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to Excel to use with your LMS.

Physics, 10th Edition
Provides a fully revised Eleventh Edition of the
definitive reference to swine health and disease
Diseases of Swine has been the definitive reference
on swine health and disease for over 60 years. This
new edition has been completely revised to include
the latest information, developments, and research in
the field. Now with full color images throughout, this
comprehensive and authoritative resource has been
redesigned for improved consistency and readability,
with a reorganized format for more intuitive access to
information. Diseases of Swine covers a wide range of
essential topics on swine production, health, and
management, with contributions from more than 100
of the foremost international experts in the field. This
revised edition makes the information easy to find
and includes expanded information on welfare and
behavior. A key reference for anyone involved in the
swine industry, Diseases of Swine, Eleventh Edition:
Presents a thorough revision to the gold-standard
reference on pig health and disease Features full color
images throughout the book Includes information on
the most current advances in the field Provides
comprehensive information on swine welfare and
behavior Offers a reorganized format to make the
information more accessible Written for veterinarians,
academicians, students, and individuals and agencies
responsible for swine health and public health,
Diseases of Swine, Eleventh Edition is an essential
guide to swine health.
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Perceiving the Arts
The Art of Computer Programming
This book constitutes the refereed conference
proceedings of the 11th International Conference on
Bio-Inspired Information and Communications
Technologies, held in Pittsburgh, PA, USA, in March
2019. The 13 revised full papers and 2 short papers
were selected from 29 submissions. Past iterations of
the conference have attracted contributions in Direct
Bioinspiration (physical biological materials and
systems used within technology) as well as Indirect
Bioinspiration (biological principles, processes and
mechanisms used within the design and application of
technology). This year, the scope has expanded to
include a third thrust: Foundational Bioinspiration
(bioinspired aspects of game theory, evolution,
information theory, and philosophy of science).

Computer Vision
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 11th
International Computer Science Symposium in Russia,
CSR 2016, held in St. Petersburg, Russia, in June
2016. The 28 full papers presented in this volume
were carefully reviewed and selected from 71
submissions. In addition the book contains 4 invited
lectures. The scope of the proposed topics is quite
broad and covers a wide range of areas such as:
include, but are not limited to: algorithms and data
structures; combinatorial optimization; constraint
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solving; computational complexity; cryptography;
combinatorics in computer science; formal languages
and automata; computational models and concepts;
algorithms for concurrent and distributed systems,
networks; proof theory and applications of logic to
computer science; model checking; automated
reasoning; and deductive methods.

Analytics, Data Science, and Artificial
Intelligence
This concise, student-friendly text teaches the
essentials of electronic media and
telecommunications. Exploring both the background
and structure of this ever-evolving industry and the
many ways in which media affects our lives, the text
is directed at all students as consumers of media, as
well as at students who plan to be media producers.
The first section focuses on the various media forms
(e.g. radio, the Internet), while the second addresses
the functions of media (programming, advertising,
etc.). The tenth edition features expanded coverage
of contemporary methods and usages of
communication, as well as the social significance of
media, and how to obtain a job in electronic media.

After the Carolingians
Exceptional Children: An Introduction to Special
Education has always been known for its innovation,
strong research base and accessibility. The tenth
edition has all of those strengths, but has a greater
focus on highly effective, research-based practices
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that are described in a very step-by-step, applied
manner. Heward presents an informative and
responsible introduction to the professional practices,
trends, and research that define contemporary special
education while also conveying the diversity and
excitement of this changing field. The book is for
those teachers who will be professionals in the area of
special education or those who are working with
students that have exceptionalities.

Statistics
Computer Science
Revised edition of: Introduction to Java programming /
Y. Daniel Liang, Armstrong Atlantic State University.
Tenth edition. Comprehensive version. 2015.

Concepts of Programming Languages,
Global Edition
For courses in computer programming. Evaluating the
Fundamentals of Computer Programming Languages
Concepts of Computer Programming Languages
introduces students to the fundamental concepts of
computer programming languages and provides them
with the tools necessary to evaluate contemporary
and future languages. An in-depth discussion of
programming language structures, such as syntax
and lexical and syntactic analysis, also prepares
students to study compiler design. The Eleventh
Edition maintains an up-to-date discussion on the
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topic with the removal of outdated languages such as
Ada and Fortran. The addition of relevant new topics
and examples such as reflection and exception
handling in Python and Ruby add to the currency of
the text. Through a critical analysis of design issues of
various program languages, Concepts of Computer
Programming Languages teaches students the
essential differences between computing with specific
languages.

Introduction to Programming Using
Visual Basic
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 11th
International and Interdisciplinary Conference on
Modeling and Using Context, CONTEXT 2019, held in
Trento, Italy, in November 2019. The 20 full papers
and 4 invited talks presented were carefully reviewed
and selected from 31 submissions. The papers feature
research in a wide range of disciplines related to
issues of context and contextual knowledge and
discuss commonalities across and differences
between the disciplines' approaches to the study of
context. They cover a large spectrum of fields,
including philosophy of language and of science,
computational papers on context-aware information
systems, artificial intelligence, and computational
linguistics, as well as cognitive and social sciences.

Exceptional Children
A guide to the C# programming language covers such
topics as object-oriented programming, creating
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database applications, and Windows 8 programming.

Computer Organization & Architecture 7e
Computer Vision, Imaging and Computer
Graphics Theory and Applications
Cutnell and Johnson has been the #1 text in the
algebra-based physics market for almost 20 years.
The 10th edition brings on new co-authors: David
Young and Shane Stadler (both out of LSU). The
Cutnell offering now includes enhanced features and
functionality. The authors have been extensively
involved in the creation and adaptation of valuable
resources for the text.

Concepts Of Programming Languages
Computer Vision: Algorithms and Applications
explores the variety of techniques commonly used to
analyze and interpret images. It also describes
challenging real-world applications where vision is
being successfully used, both for specialized
applications such as medical imaging, and for fun,
consumer-level tasks such as image editing and
stitching, which students can apply to their own
personal photos and videos. More than just a source
of “recipes,” this exceptionally authoritative and
comprehensive textbook/reference also takes a
scientific approach to basic vision problems,
formulating physical models of the imaging process
before inverting them to produce descriptions of a
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scene. These problems are also analyzed using
statistical models and solved using rigorous
engineering techniques. Topics and features:
structured to support active curricula and projectoriented courses, with tips in the Introduction for
using the book in a variety of customized courses;
presents exercises at the end of each chapter with a
heavy emphasis on testing algorithms and containing
numerous suggestions for small mid-term projects;
provides additional material and more detailed
mathematical topics in the Appendices, which cover
linear algebra, numerical techniques, and Bayesian
estimation theory; suggests additional reading at the
end of each chapter, including the latest research in
each sub-field, in addition to a full Bibliography at the
end of the book; supplies supplementary course
material for students at the associated website,
http://szeliski.org/Book/. Suitable for an upper-level
undergraduate or graduate-level course in computer
science or engineering, this textbook focuses on basic
techniques that work under real-world conditions and
encourages students to push their creative
boundaries. Its design and exposition also make it
eminently suitable as a unique reference to the
fundamental techniques and current research
literature in computer vision.

Python Programming
Drawing upon over 40 years of experience, the
authors of Statistics, 11th Edition provide students
with a clear and methodical approach to essential
statistical procedures. The text clearly explains the
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basic concepts and procedures of descriptive and
inferential statistical analysis. It features an emphasis
on expressions involving sums of squares and
degrees of freedom as well as a strong stress on the
importance of variability. This accessible approach
will help students tackle such perennially mystifying
topics as the standard deviation, variance
interpretation of the correlation coefficient,
hypothesis tests, degrees of freedom, p-values, and
estimates of effect size.

Fuzzy Logic and Soft Computing
Applications
This book covers elementary discrete mathematics for
computer science and engineering. It emphasizes
mathematical definitions and proofs as well as
applicable methods. Topics include formal logic
notation, proof methods; induction, well-ordering;
sets, relations; elementary graph theory; integer
congruences; asymptotic notation and growth of
functions; permutations and combinations, counting
principles; discrete probability. Further selected topics
may also be covered, such as recursive definition and
structural induction; state machines and invariants;
recurrences; generating functions.

Computer Science – Theory and
Applications
An understanding of logic is essential to computer
science. This book provides a highly accessible
account of the logical basis required for reasoning
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about computer programs and applying logic in fields
like artificial intelligence. The text contains extended
examples, algorithms, and programs written in
Standard ML and Prolog. No prior knowledge of either
language is required. The book contains a clear
account of classical first-order logic, one of the basic
tools for program verification, as well as an
introductory survey of modal and temporal logics and
possible world semantics. An introduction to
intuitionistic logic as a basis for an important style of
program specification is also featured in the book.

Computer Science
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 11th
International Workshop on Fuzzy Logic and
Applications, WILF 2016, held in Naples, Italy, in
December 2016. The 22 revised full papers presented
together with 2 invited lectures were carefully
reviewed and selected from a numerous submissions.
The papers are organized in topical sections on fuzzy
measures and transforms; granularity and multilogics, clustering and learning; knowledge systems;
and soft computing and applications.

NASA Formal Methods
One of the most cited books in physics of all time,
Quantum Computation and Quantum Information
remains the best textbook in this exciting field of
science. This 10th anniversary edition includes an
introduction from the authors setting the work in
context. This comprehensive textbook describes such
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remarkable effects as fast quantum algorithms,
quantum teleportation, quantum cryptography and
quantum error-correction. Quantum mechanics and
computer science are introduced before moving on to
describe what a quantum computer is, how it can be
used to solve problems faster than 'classical'
computers and its real-world implementation. It
concludes with an in-depth treatment of quantum
information. Containing a wealth of figures and
exercises, this well-known textbook is ideal for
courses on the subject, and will interest beginning
graduate students and researchers in physics,
computer science, mathematics, and electrical
engineering.

Computer Graphics
An Introduction to Parallel Programming is the first
undergraduate text to directly address compiling and
running parallel programs on the new multi-core and
cluster architecture. It explains how to design, debug,
and evaluate the performance of distributed and
shared-memory programs. The author Peter Pacheco
uses a tutorial approach to show students how to
develop effective parallel programs with MPI,
Pthreads, and OpenMP, starting with small
programming examples and building progressively to
more challenging ones. The text is written for
students in undergraduate parallel programming or
parallel computing courses designed for the computer
science major or as a service course to other
departments; professionals with no background in
parallel computing. Takes a tutorial approach, starting
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with small programming examples and building
progressively to more challenging examples Focuses
on designing, debugging and evaluating the
performance of distributed and shared-memory
programs Explains how to develop parallel programs
using MPI, Pthreads, and OpenMP programming
models

Electronic Media: An Introduction
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
11th International Conference on Blended Learning,
ICBL 2018, held in Osaka, Japan, in July/ August 2018.
The 35 papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 94 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections named: Experiences in
Blended Learning, Content Development for Blended
Learning, Assessment for Blended Learning,
Computer-Support Collaborative Learning, Improved
Flexibility of Learning Processes, Open Educational
Resources, and Pedagogical and Psychological Issues.

Bio-inspired Information and
Communication Technologies
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 11th
International Symposium on NASA Formal Methods,
NFM 2019, held in Houston, TX, USA, in May 2019.
The 20 full and 8 short papers presented in this
volume were carefully reviewed and selected from
102 submissions. The papers focus on formal
verification, including theorem proving, model
checking, and static analysis; advances in automated
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theorem proving including SAT and SMT solving; use
of formal methods in software and system testing; runtime verification; techniques and algorithms for
scaling formal methods, such as abstraction and
symbolic methods, compositional techniques, as well
as parallel and/or distributed techniques; code
generation from formally verified models; safety
cases and system safety; formal approaches to fault
tolerance; theoretical advances and empirical
evaluations of formal methods techniques for safetycritical systems, including hybrid and embedded
systems; formal methods in systems engineering and
model-based development; correct-by-design
controller synthesis; formal assurance methods to
handle adaptive systems.

Introduction to Java Programming and
Data Structures
Constraint programming is a powerful paradigm for
solving combinatorial search problems that draws on
a wide range of techniques from artificial intelligence,
computer science, databases, programming
languages, and operations research. Constraint
programming is currently applied with success to
many domains, such as scheduling, planning, vehicle
routing, configuration, networks, and bioinformatics.
The aim of this handbook is to capture the full
breadth and depth of the constraint programming
field and to be encyclopedic in its scope and
coverage. While there are several excellent books on
constraint programming, such books necessarily focus
on the main notions and techniques and cannot cover
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also extensions, applications, and languages. The
handbook gives a reasonably complete coverage of
all these lines of work, based on constraint
programming, so that a reader can have a rather
precise idea of the whole field and its potential. Of
course each line of work is dealt with in a survey-like
style, where some details may be neglected in favor
of coverage. However, the extensive bibliography of
each chapter will help the interested readers to find
suitable sources for the missing details. Each chapter
of the handbook is intended to be a self-contained
survey of a topic, and is written by one or more
authors who are leading researchers in the area. The
intended audience of the handbook is researchers,
graduate students, higher-year undergraduates and
practitioners who wish to learn about the state-of-theart in constraint programming. No prior knowledge
about the field is necessary to be able to read the
chapters and gather useful knowledge. Researchers
from other fields should find in this handbook an
effective way to learn about constraint programming
and to possibly use some of the constraint
programming concepts and techniques in their work,
thus providing a means for a fruitful cross-fertilization
among different research areas. The handbook is
organized in two parts. The first part covers the basic
foundations of constraint programming, including the
history, the notion of constraint propagation, basic
search methods, global constraints, tractability and
computational complexity, and important issues in
modeling a problem as a constraint problem. The
second part covers constraint languages and solver,
several useful extensions to the basic framework
(such as interval constraints, structured domains, and
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distributed CSPs), and successful application areas for
constraint programming. - Covers the whole field of
constraint programming - Survey-style chapters - Five
chapters on applications

Ad Hoc Networks
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 11th IFIP
WG 8.5 International Conference on Electronic
Participation, ePart 2019, held in San Benedetto del
Tronto, Italy, in September 2019, in conjunction with
the 18th IFIP WG 8.5 IFIP International Conference on
Electronic Government (EGOV 2019) and the
International Conference for E-Democracy and Open
Government Conference (CeDEM 2019). The 13
revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed
and selected from 26 submissions. The papers are
clustered under the following topical sections:
eParticipation Developments; Digital Transformations;
Crisis and Emergency Management; and User
Perspectives.

Blended Learning. Enhancing Learning
Success
Routledge Q&As give you the tools to practice and
refine your exam technique, showing you how to
apply your knowledge to maximum effect in an exam
situation. Each book contains up to fifty essay and
problem-based questions on the most commonly
examined topics, complete with expert guidance and
fully worked model answers. These books provide you
with the skills you need for your exams by: Helping
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you to be prepared: each title in the series has an
introduction presenting carefully tailored advice on
how to approach assessment for your subject
Showing you what examiners are looking for: each
question is annotated with both a short overview on
how to approach your answer, as well as footnoted
commentary that demonstrate how model answers
meet marking criteria Offering pointers on how to
gain marks, as well as what common errors could lose
them: ‘Aim Higher’ and ‘Common Pitfalls’ offer crucial
guidance throughout Helping you to understand and
remember the law: diagrams for each answer work to
illuminate difficult legal principles and provide
overviews of how model answers are structured Books
in the series are also supported by a Companion
Website that offers online essay-writing tutorials,
podcasts, bonus Q&As and multiple-choice questions
to help you focus your revision more effectively.

Computer Science Illuminated
For courses in decision support systems,
computerized decision-making tools, and
management support systems. Market-leading guide
to modern analytics, for better business
decisionsAnalytics, Data Science, & Artificial
Intelligence: Systems for Decision Support is the most
comprehensive introduction to technologies
collectively called analytics (or business analytics)
and the fundamental methods, techniques, and
software used to design and develop these systems.
Students gain inspiration from examples of
organisations that have employed analytics to make
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decisions, while leveraging the resources of a
companion website. With six new chapters, the 11th
edition marks a major reorganisation reflecting a new
focus -- analytics and its enabling technologies,
including AI, machine-learning, robotics, chatbots, and
IoT.

Logic for Computer Science
This book is suitable for use in a university-level first
course in computing (CS1), as well as the increasingly
popular course known as CS0. It is difficult for many
students to master basic concepts in computer
science and programming. A large portion of the
confusion can be blamed on the complexity of the
tools and materials that are traditionally used to
teach CS1 and CS2. This textbook was written with a
single overarching goal: to present the core concepts
of computer science as simply as possible without
being simplistic.

Diseases of Swine
For undergraduate-level courses in Industrial and
Organizational Psychology, Business Psychology,
Personnel Psychology and Applied Psychology.
Psychology and Work Today provides an invaluable
foundation for anyone entering today's global
business and industrial world. This informative,
sophisticated, and entertaining text teaches students
about the nature of work in modern society. By
focusing on the practical and applied rather than the
scientific ideal, the authors demonstrate how
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industrial-organizational psychology directly impacts
our lives as job applicants, trainees, employees,
managers, and consumers.

Videogame Sciences and Arts
"Programming is, above all, problem solving. This
book will help student thoroughly understand realworld programming problems - and solve those
problems quickly and efficiently, using Java 5." "Ideal
for novice programmers, this book begins by
providing a rock-solid foundation in core programming
and problem-solving techniques. Building on this
foundation, students steadily deepen their skills, one
step at a time. They master basic object-oriented
programming and design; create effective eventdriven GUIs; use exception handling to build more
robust software; learn best practices for managing
I/O; even use recursive methods to simplify difficult
problems."--BOOK JACKET.

Murach's C# 2012
Computer Science: An Overview uses broad coverage
and clear exposition to present a complete picture of
the dynamic computer science field. Accessible to
students from all backgrounds, Glenn Brookshear
uses a language-independent context to encourage
the development of a practical, realistic
understanding of the field. An overview of each of the
important areas of Computer Science (e.g.
Networking, OS, Computer Architecture, Algorithms)
provides students with a general level of proficiency
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for future courses. The Eleventh Edition features two
new contributing authors (David Smith — Indiana
University of PA; Dennis Brylow — Marquette
University), new, modern examples, and updated
coverage based on current technology.
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